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DESIGNED,
DEVELOPED
AND HANDMADE IN
EMMALJUNGA,
SWEDEN
- Since 1925
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SINCE 1925
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WELCOME TO EMMALJUNGA - Since 1925

Emmaljunga has been manufacturing
strollers in the same location since 1925
in Emmaljunga, Sweden. Today we are
proud to call it the world’s oldest, active
stroller factory. A family business in the
3rd generation.

In a time of mass production, strong
brands stand for more than just excellent quality. Our customers and suppliers
appreciate our responsibility and commitment that goes before growth and
market shares.

We have made a conscious choice to
maintain production in Sweden and
Europe and invest large amounts each
year in product development and environmental investments in our Swedish
factory. Therefore, we will never be able
to mass produce strollers in the lowest
price range.

Our core values of safety, quality and
sustainability have made Emmaljunga a
beloved brand in large parts of the world.
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We are proud that we have been able to
maintain our craft tradition in Sweden.
We have been able to maintain quality
control, competence and workplaces in
Europe and offer our customers sustainable products of the highest quality.

YOUR SUSTAINABLE CHOICE

ISO14001 CERTIFIED

OWN SOLAR PLANT

ENVIRONMENTAL INVESTMENTS

FOSSIL FREE HEATING
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NXT90

Top of the Line Allround stroller
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NXT90 - Top of the Line Allround stroller

NXT90
NXT90 is our top of the line Allround
stroller for 1 or 2 children. Outstanding
for terrain usage, yet navigates easily
through subway barriers, doors, elevators
and narrow spaces.
•
•
•
•
•

Reversible Seat Unit
Non or Air wheels
Extendable hood with ventilation
Mosquito- and UV-net
Ergonomic and telescopic handle
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Up to
22kg

1. CHASSIS
• Black or silver chassis with Whitewall
puncture free tires
• Outdoor Terrain chassis with Air tires
2. CARRYCOT
During the first 6 months you use the
cosy and spacious carrycot.
3. SEAT
Chose between the lightweight
Ergonomic or Flat (F) Seat.

NXT90 provides a fantastic driving comfort with an adjustable suspension for you
and your baby.

Go Double -



to 22kg
  Up
per seat unit

NXT60

Compact & lightweight
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NXT60 - Compact & lightweight

NXT60
Are you in need of a compact and lightweight urban stroller? NXT60 is the smart
stroller for city use. Enjoy an easy, effortless driving experience for you!
Impressive agility with high versatility and
ease-of-use. The new NXT60 is smarter,
easier and more comfortable than ever.
With all the practical functions, NXT60
easily copes with the demands of daily
parenting life.



1. CHASSIS
• Black or silver chassis with Whitewall
puncture free tires
• Outdoor Terrain chassis with air tires
2. CARRYCOT
During the first 6 months you use the
cosy and spacious carrycot.
3. SEAT
Chose between the lightweight
Ergonomic or Flat (F) Seat unit.
•
•
•
•
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Up to
22kg

Reversible Seat Unit
Extendable hood with ventilation
Mosquito- and UV-net
Ergonomic and telescopic handle
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NXTTWIN

Revolutionary sibling stroller
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NXT Twin - Revolutionary sibling stroller

to 22kg
  Up
per seat unit

REVOLUTIONARY
NXT Twin
Be ready for anything.
Engineered for comfort, durability and
outstanding handling, NXT Twin is a dream
to push. The innovative design gives you the
opportunity to put two full-size seat units or
carrycots side by side, while maintaining unparalleled driving comfort. With large wheels
and an air-assisted, Magnesium enforced
suspension, every ride becomes a little more
comfortable - no matter the terrain.

NXT Twin
Unparalleled driving comfort with a strong,
robust chassis. NXT Twin is the revolutionary
sibling stroller with a uniquely practical
design.
Why you will love NXT Twin:
• Combine freely between NXT seat units
and carrycots
• Possibility of two seats with a flat lying
position in both directions
• Air assisted suspension
• Spacious shopping basket
• Compact fold
If you already have a NXT stroller,
use your current seat and carrycot and just
add a NXT Twin chassis to get an outstanding sibling stroller.
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Combine your NXT Twin
the way you want:
170 Chassis NXT Twin
330 / 350 NXT Seat ERGO
360 NXT Seat FLAT
300 NXT Carrycot
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CHOOSE YOUR EMMALJUNGA

2. Select Carrycot

1. Select Chassis
NXT60

Compact travel
chassis

NXT90

Strong, robust
allround talent
with sibling
option

NXT90e

Electrified
intelligent
eStroller with
Bosch e-drive
system

NXT Twin

Groundbreaking
sibling and twin
chassis
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0-6 months

MIX & MATCH AS YOU LIKE

3. Select Seat

ERGO - Lightweight ergonomic Seat

4. Your personal stroller

6 months - 3+ years

FLAT (F) - Fully lie flat seat

6 months - 3+ years
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NXT FUNCTIONS

ERGO-SCOPE HANDLE
Ergonomic for adjustment to
desired height and legroom.

TELESCOPIC HANDLE
Telescopic handle with wide
range for both tall and short
parents.

COMFORTABLE HANDLE
A soft, leatherette handle with
contrast stitching and safety
strap.

REVERSIBLE SEAT
Your child can face away from
you if they’re in discovery mode,
or face towards you for eye
contact.

ERGONOMIC SEAT UNIT

ADJUSTABLE FOOTREST

Ergonomic, lightweight and
comfortable seat unit, adjustable
in four positions.

Whether your child is sleeping
or sitting up, the footrest can be
adapted to their needs.

HOOD WITH SUNSHADE AND
MOSQUITO NET
The hood that provides protection from the sun and insects.
Can be attached to both the
carrycot and seat unit.

SEAT UNIT WITH FULL LIE
FLAT POSITION
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NXT ERGO

NXT FLAT

You can use the full lie flat position with built-in Safe- FrameTM
so your child rest comfortable on
the way.

NXT ERGO

ADJUSTABLE FOOTREST
NXT FLAT

Whether your child is sleeping
or sitting up, the footrest can be
adapted to their needs.

CARRYING HANDLE
Easy to carry and to click on your
chassis.

FOLDABLE CARRYCOT
The NXT Carrycot can be simply
folded for easy storage.

SOFT CARRYCOT MATTRESS
Its washable interior, soft mattress and practical zip on the
apron make the NXT Carrycot a
winner.

REMOVABLE FRONT BAR
Remove the front bar completely
or partly for easier access.

QUICK RELEASE SYSTEM
The wheels and axles can be easily removed to make the stroller
more compact when folded.

SUSPENSION
Barely visible, but both you and
your child will notice the difference on every stroll.

SAFE AND SECURE BRAKING
SYSTEM
Easy to use brake pedal for safe
parking.

SWIVEL, LOCKABLE WHEELS
The front, swivel wheels can
also be locked into position for
challenging terrain.

COMPACT, FOLDABLE
CHASSIS
Strong, reliable aluminium design
that can be folded compact for
easy storage and transportation.
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COLOURS
Carrycot

30002UK Lounge Navy

30003UK Lounge Grey

30004UK Lounge Black

30006UK Outdoor Black

Seat unit ERGO (33 Silver Frame, 35 Black Frame)

33002UK Lounge Navy
35002UK Lounge Navy

33003UK Lounge Grey
35003UK Lounge Grey

33006UK Outdoor Black
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33004UK Lounge Black
35004UK Lounge Black

NXT MIX & MATCH
Seat unit FLAT (F)

36002UK Lounge Navy

36003UK Lounge Grey

36004UK Lounge Black

36006UK Outdoor Black

White Leatherette

30009UK White Leath.

33009UK White Leath.

36009UK White Leath.
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CHASSIS
NXT90

17040 Silver

17041 Black

17042 Outdoor AIR

17031 Black

17032 Outdoor AIR

17061 Black

17062 Outdoor AIR

NXT60

17030 Silver

NXT Twin

17060 Silver
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NXT MIX & MATCH
NXT90e

17045 Black

17046 White

NXT eTwin
Find all combinations and colours on
emmaljunga.com and create your
perfect stroller
17065 Black
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NXT90e
INTELLIGENT
Enhanced safety and comfort. Emmaljunga presents the
intelligent and intuitive electrical eStroller in cooperation
with Bosch.
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NXT90e
“We’ve finally found a solution to offer you luxury and exitement and enhanced safety
when strolling uphill, downhill or on an inclined plane.”

Intelligent eStroller
A new era of strollers is here: meet Emmaljunga NXT90e electrically powered
eStroller. The groundbreaking intelligent
and digital connected eStroller is e-powered by Bosch. Designed to handle the
unique needs of parents - intelligent uphill
or downhill support and uneven surface
support. An amazing stroller that feels
what you want to do and supports you.
With the NXT90e, Emmaljunga offers
enhanced comfort and safety – and a lot
of fun.
Intuitive technology, innovative design
The model responds intuitively, impresses with its innovative design & enhances
added safety and comfort in every way.
The degree of electrical support can be
set via an app and adapted to individual
needs.
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NXT90e offers increased comfort
The eStroller is equipped with two electric motors developed by Bosch, which
facilitate pushing on slopes and with
heavy loads. The silent intelligent engines
are equipped with sensors and algorithms
that detect the type of surface on which
the stroller is traveling on: the NXT90e
provides pushing assistance - it assists to
brake going downhill and supports its users when travelling uphill if they are connected with the Smartphone App. Even
loaded after shopping there is hardly any
additional effort when pushing.
Increased safety - automatic brake
The system brakes automatically when
you let go the handle and the stroller rolls
without the intervention of the user. In
addition, the model has an alarm function
that can be activated if necessary to warn
of unauthorized users and to prevent
thefts. Especially practical: The entire
system can be conveniently controlled via
an app that connects to the eStroller via
Bluetooth and provides system information and battery status.

Modern and stylish design - digital and
practical
Emmaljungas NXT90e eStroller also impresses visually: Its innovative, modern design
makes it an absolute eye-catcher on the road:
groundbreaking technology and design. The
model also additional smart features. For example, discreet LEDs on the wheels indicate
the respective driving status and the smartphone can be charged via a USB port.
More info on emmaljunga.com
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MONDIAL DE LUXE

CLASSIC

Classic and exclusive
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MONDIAL DE LUXE - Classic and exclusive



Up to
15kg

The Mondial de Luxe has everything you need from birth up to age 3, with carrycot and
seat unit that can be changed easily as your child grows. There’s a choice of six different
chassis. Spacious and exclusive – a genuine Emmaljunga.

18003UK Lounge Grey
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18009UK Leatherette White

CHASSIS - Choose between 2 chassis
Chassi (fits Mondial)

17086 Duo de Luxe Chrome

CLASSIC

17084 Duo Classic Chrome
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FUNCTIONS - Mondial de Luxe / Edge Duo

ERGO-SCOPE STEERING
Ergonomic for adjustment
to desired height and legroom.

SWIVEL, LOCKABLE WHEELS
The stroller has swivel front
wheels that can also be locked.
Applies to Duo S chassis.

ADJUSTABLE SUSPENSION
E.A.S.T Adjustable suspension
system for ultimate comfort.

EASY FIX
Automatic additional lock for
safe and simple attachment of
seat unit and carrycot to the
chassis, as well as Travel System
adapter.

VENTILATING HOOD
The hood features an integrated
ventilation window, with a zip,
for optimum comfort.

SAFE FRAME HEAD PROTECTION
The back rest on the attachments
has a protective metal frame.
Activates automatically when the
back rest is lowered.

SUNSHADE
Sunshade to keep the sun’s rays
off.

MOSQUITO NET
Mosquito net to keep the insects
away.
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MOST SPACIOUS CARRYCOT
The carrycot is the largest and
most spacious in our collection.
With integrated back rest and
head protection.

THERMOBASE
Patented carrycot with ventilation system and insulating base
for cold and hot days.

ROCKING FUNCTION
Rock your child in the carrycot.

PROTECTIVE HOOD
Provides protection in all weathers.

REVERSIBLE SEAT
Your child can face away from
you if they’re in discovery mode,
or face towards you for a cosy
moment of peace and quiet.

ADJUSTABLE 5-POINT HARNESS
5-point adjustable comfort
harness. We’ve put a bit of added
stretch into the 5-point harness,
so they will always be sitting
comfortably and in the right
position. The height is also
adjustable.
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ACCESSORIES - Accessories are available in several colours and
Winter Seat Liner - NXT ERGO

57002 Lounge Navy
57004 Lounge Black
57009 Leath. White

57003 Lounge Grey
57006 Outdoor Black

Organiser Travel

VISIT OUR WEBSITE
Visit emmaljunga.com to see all colours and
find plenty of extra information.

45003 Lounge Grey
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versions. Find all colours on emmaljunga.com
Raincover
81050 Exclusive SMALL:
NXT Seat unit ERGO / carrycot
81052 Exclusive LARGE:
NXT Seat unit FLAT, Duo Combi

Footmuff - NXT FLAT

56003 Lounge Grey

56009 Leath. White
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ACCESSORIES - Accessories are available in several colours and
Toddler roller

70050 NXT

Go double adapter - NXT90

75052
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70970 Classic

versions. View them at emmaljunga.com

Uv / insect net

95070 NXT

Carseat Adapter
79060 NXT Maxi Cosi Cabrio Fix/
Pebble+, Besafe iZIGO Modular
79980 Classic MaxiCosiCabrioFix/Pebble,
BeSafe iZiGO
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ACCESSORIES - Accessories are available in several colours and
Cupholder

98050
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Glows in the dark!

versions. View them at emmaljunga.com
Sidebag

65071 NXT Black Leath.
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RETAILERS - Quality is something you can feel

What is good to think about?
Our advice is to go through the wishes and
requests you have for your stroller, to really
find a model suitable for your lifestyle and
the needs of your family - both today and in
the future.
You will use your stroller almost every day in
the coming 3 years.
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Our retailers
Please read more about our strollers on
emmaljunga.com. Watch our instruction
movies on YouTube and visit us on
Facebook and Instagram.
Emmaljunga’s retailers are our experts out
in the field; they can offer you personal
service and carry out safety and function
demonstrations.
We think the best way to buy a stroller is to
test it, feel it and try it out.
Find your Emmaljunga retailer on
www.emmaljunga.com
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PRODUCT DETAILS
O
B
A

D

C

E
F

NXT90

NXT60

NXT Twin

WEIGHT (In kg)

Mondial / Edge
Duo S / Classic / De Luxe

Chassis (with wheels on)

11,8

9,6

16

10,3/10,4/11,2

Seat Unit ERGO

4,1

4,1

4,1

N/A

Seat Unit FLAT

5,7

5,7

5,7

6,1

Carrycot

4,6

4,6

4,6

5,6

58,5
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79
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90/58,5/31

76/58/25

89/79/45

88/58/38

Seat unit ERGO (inside) E / F

105/32

105/32

105/32

N/A

Seat unit FLAT (inside) E / F

104/32

104/32

104/32

90/34

Seat-unit when fully lie-flat
G/H

89/32

89/32

89/32

90/34

Carrycot (inside)
I/J/K

76/34/21

76/34/21

76/34/21

79/36/23

Carrycot (outside)
I/J/K

81/38/34

81/38/34

81/38/34

88/45/43

NXT Babylift L / M / N

76/30/18

76/30/18

76/30/18

N/A

Height of the handlebar,
lowest - highest O

68/115

50/116

98/114

60/110
67/117,5

MEASUREMENTS
(In cm)
Total chassis width
(with wheels on) A
Folded chassis (with wheels on)
B/C/D
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I

L

N

K

G

J

H
NXT90

NXT60

M

NXT Twin

FEATURES

Mondial / Edge
Duo S / Classic / De Luxe

Number of seat-pos ERGO

4

4

4

N/A

Number of seat-pos FLAT

3

3

3

3

 (Flat)

 (Flat)

 (Flat)











Car Seat Adapter









Sidebag









Toddler Roller (2nd child)









Go Double Adapter (2nd child)









SWEDEN

SWEDEN

SWEDEN

SWEDEN

Up to 51kg*

Up to 29kg*

Up to 51kg*

Up to 15kg**

Fully Lie-flat
Reversible Seat unit
SPECIAL OPTIONS

Origin of design and production
Max Load*(**)

N/A: NOT APPLICABLE
Tested according to EN1466:2014 (Carrycot), EN1888:2018 or according to EN1888:2012.
Max Load: the maximal load of the pram/stroller for which the pram has been tested for in various configurations.
* According to EN1888:2018 the tests are carried out with a weight of 22 kg for the Seat Unit, 9 kg for the carrycot, 5 kg for
the shopping tray and 2 kg for the sidebag.
** According to EN1888:2012 the tests are carried out with a weight of 15 kg for the Seat Unit, 9 kg for the carrycot, 5 kg for
the shopping tray and 2 kg for the sidebag.
NOTE! Although the statements and information regarding the products, their functions, accessories and their respective
functions and other information in this document has been established with great care and professional ethics, all statements
in this document involves our opinion. Emmaljunga Barnvagnsfabrik AB and its authorised partners cannot guarantee the
product will meet your personal expectations and/ or satisfaction and will not take over any responsibility or liability based on
our statements/opinions in this document.
All rights reserved. Changes or printing errors might occur.
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You will always find us in on our website

emmaljunga.com

FOLLOW US

@Emmaljunga

@Emmaljunga

@Emmaljunga

SINCE 1925

All rights reserved Emmaljunga Barnvagnsfabrik AB. ©Emmaljunga 2020
Products as shown in this colour guide are subject to changes without any prior notice.
Emmaljunga reserves the right against printing errors, colour differences and changes in the
product range.
For up to date information please see emmaljunga.com.

